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Tricking a demon comes at a steep price. For Selma, it is willing submission to the monster who has

claimed her freedom. She gives in to his desires to find a way out of his grasp, but through his dark

seduction she discovers the pleasure in surrender and the all-consuming power of his persuasion. A

devil never shows his true colors until he is certain he has won. The demon taking possession of

Selma knows he has her conqueredâ€”and behind the mask he is terrifying. Third part of the serial

Demon's Mark.Contains darkly erotic scenes and demons who like to play rough. Not for the

faint-hearted.
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Oh my! Hunted (Demon's Mark 3) is the third installment of an amazing new serial by Nora Ash. I

was totally and completely spellbound from beginning to end. The story is exciting, original, dark,

powerful, addictive, compelling, thrilling, riveting, arousing and sexy. The dialog is smart, well written

and flows smoothly. The characters are imaginative, fascinating and intriguing. I absolutely love it.

As a child, everyone thought Selma's strange behavior was just a result of a child's overactive



imagination but as Selma grew older and the "hallucinations" continued, her parents worried that

she may be mentally ill. She was bounced from one doctor and mental facility to another until she

finally realized she must lie to everyone and pretend she didn't see the monsters that seemed to

leer at her and follow her everywhere. And for years, she managed to hide it well until she was

viciously attacked by them. Now at almost 30 years old, she felt alone, desolate, defeated and very

afraid and as a last resort, admitted herself for treatment at Ravenswood House. Little did she know

that the monsters she saw were very real and that her new doctor, Martin Hershey was actually a

monster himself and had so much more in store for his lovely new patient than just psychiatric

therapy. Now he wants her for himself! Will Selma ever be able to escape her "demons" or will one

demon be her salvation? Oh my! So deliciously dark and delightfully wicked! I loved it!

Hunted is the third installment in Ms. Ash's series of super hot, deliciously sinister Demon's Mark

stories. It picks up the morning after "Tricked" and more steamy demon sex ensues. But just when I

started to think Selma might have given in to Dr. Hershey for good, Ash twists the story around in a

completely unexpected way. I'm itching for the next installment now!

Maratin and Selma are at a means to an end . Maratin wants her submission as his mate and

breeder of his children , and Selma wants her freedom but don't want to be given to his Lords as

their breeder . she must either comply to Maratin or try to escape if she can . if she does will she be

safe or will harm come to her if she escapes the Demon who she was attracted to due to the mating

,. this is also from the complete collection of the series and in part of the RomanceARC reading

program in exchange for an honest review and so very much want to find out what happens next .

Awesome third book in this series! Selma has made sure to trick Mr Hershey into thinking that she

has fully submitted to be his in order for her plan of escape to work! But when she sees his true

reaction to others she moves her plan way up and into action! She has to do something because if

the demon sees through her lies then she's had and the dangers of what would happen to her, she

doesn't want to find out! I can't wait to find out what happens next!

I'm in love with this series so very good. It's hot and sexy with adventure and drama. The only thing

I don't like is the story is separated into different books but still a wonderful story love it

Great stories, but OUTRAGEOUSLY expensive for just a few pages!!!Sorry, but won't be



purchasing anymore @ $3.00 for 49 pages. Way too expensive for me.

I'm not one to give 5 star rating unless it's a story I'd read over and over. I love the characters and

storyline. Awesome series.
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